Social Distance Compliant RACINE ROAD RALLY 2020
Drive carefully! There is no time constraint. It is best to choose one person to read ahead in the clues
and (if you have enough participants) to designate others to watch for upcoming clues. Fill in the
blanks as you go along. This road rally CAN however be done by a single person. Either way, pull
over anytime you are confused, need to finish writing out answers or have to retrace your steps. Do
NOT be a distracted driver! Only calm, experienced drivers behind the wheel please!
You can expect the game to last about 1-2 hours, depending on your skill level. It must be done in
daylight hours so don’t start after about 5 p.m. GO POTTY BEFORE YOU HEAD OUT ! And maybe
bring some snacks along. 😊
It is more fun if you DON’T use Google Maps. I can’t stop you from using it, but it will likely cause
more problems than it will solve. It is also WAY MORE FUN if you don’t look at the clues until you are
at the starting destination. If we were not social distancing, we would typically hand you the printed
clues just before you take off. To have them earlier kind of ruins things. You are on your honor.
This little icon
means a photo is required. This is your chance to entertain us. Include as
much of your team as possible in the photos and make them entertaining. If you are doing the rally
alone, do selfies for the photos. You will post your photos on the appropriate thread once you’re
safely back home again.
1) Get to the starting location. Here’s your clue: Start at the Walgreen’s located where our
Packers’ home town intersects with our current season of the year.
2) Pick a team name. Team name: ____________________________________________________

DON’T TURN THE PAGE YET!
3)

Once you are parked in that parking lot, take a group selfie of your crew all buckled
up and ready to begin.

4) Set your trip odometer to zero or write down your current mileage (preferably with 10 th’s of a
mile). You could make it easy and zero it out.

Write down your Current mileage ____________________

SCORING:
+2 points for each blank properly filled in
+ 5 points for each picture assignment completed.
-1 point for each tenth of a mile above the actual mileage
-3 for each tenth of a mile BELOW the actual mileage
You will enter your answers for each numbered blank on the “secret” event. You will be added to the secret event after
you enter your team name and beginning and ending mileage on the
“Social Distance Compliant RACINE ROAD RALLY 2020” event.

When you’ve completed the first 4 steps,
THEN you can turn the page and begin.
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5) Which family owns the car wash across the street? ____________________________________
6) Exit the parking lot on the street named after a season and head toward the Rocket.
7) Turn down the state that is located just across Wisconsin’s southern border.
8) How many red bird HOUSES do you see at the Proud Union Home? _______________________
9) Get ready to head east by the WAY of the RIDGE .
10) When you get to the other “I” state. Take a right.
11) How many mushrooms are in the yard with the eagle’s nest? __________________________
12) [Look at clue 13 for a hint.] Who forgives and heals at the house with the handicapped parking
area? __________________
13) Head west, then follow the Oregon Trail north. Get ready for a slew of clues.
14) What color is the gazing ball at 211? _________________________________
15) [The address numbers are wonky in this area!] What sits on the lighthouse at 24? __________
16) What does the bear say? ____________________________________________________________
17) What ODDITY is set in the lawn of 1129? _____________________________________________
18) What two flags fly at the curve? _______________________ _____________________________
19) Head back to the Spring and take a right.
20) Go right at the lights.

21)

Take a picture of your team or yourself cheering for the medical workers at this
location.

22) Head back to the light and take a right. Go past the street where Ozzy was born.
23) What’s the TOP, RIGHT, special on the drive-thru menu at El Gustazo? ____________________
24) Exit the parking lot, taking a right on Blaine.
25) What’s the address of the flat-roofed HOUSE? _________________________
26) What color is the castle at 406? ______________________________________
27) How many swings are hanging at this small city park on the left? _________
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28) Assuming you figured out how to get to the swings, continue to follow the road as it curves
around to find the name of the park.
What is the name of the park? ________________________________________
29) Go left off of Hawthorne and enjoy all the violets!
30)

Take a picture of ONE of your teammates stopping to smell the violets (not the ones
in anyone’s yard!)

31) What business is advertised at 316? __________________________________________________
32) Veer left, then a hard left and go DOWN the hill. Everybody yell “Wheee” and enjoy the ride.
33) When you get to the stop sign, go UP the hill.
34) What is the name of this school according to the sign at the top of the hill?
_____________________________________________
35) Go to the main entrance to see what the school USED to be called. Write its old name here:
_____________________________________________
36) Take a left at the ingredient for a S’more. It’s superhero time!
37) Whose emblem do you see on the garage? (It’s so obvious you don’t need an address.)
_____________________________________________
38) Whose street do you cross as you head to Kinzie? _________________________________
39) OK, that’s all I’ve got for superheroes. Left on Kinzie and follow it around.
40) Do the RIGHT thing and cross over the river as you head to the “Lighthouse”. What year was
THIS school built? ________
41) Cross the Memorial and go under the underpass. Get ready for a quick turn.
42) What is the ADDRESS for the business advertised on the hanging boat?
_____________________________________________________
43) That address is now used for the Root River rec. Get up close, but don’t leave your car.
44) What are the seasonal hours for the Root River rec (include months and days)?
_____________________________________________________________________________
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45) Get back out on 6th Street and head toward downtown.
46) What kind of petroleum is sold at HOMETOWN? ___________________________________
47) Go to the traffic circle and take the 2nd exit (East 20/North32).
48) What does Michelson specialize in? ____________________________________
49) When was the Racine German Club formed? ___________________________
50) Whether your family is in crisis or not, take a left at the corner that offers COUNSELING (not
“Hope” or “Therapy”) for families.

51)

Take a picture of one (or more) of your team members standing between the
woman in the house and the chef.

52) Straight through the light then veer to the right.
53) Who offers a fish fry at the Main Street Bridge? _________________________________________
54) Go forward past the stop sign, then left at the lights.
55)

Take a picture of your team in front of the small business of your choice showing
your feelings about that business.

56) Don’t stop at Jimmy John’s. They’re closed. So is the road ahead so take a left at this State.
57) What is the (correctly spelled) name of the place where you can you get Pakistani Street Food?
(I mean … IF they were open.) ____________________________________________
58) What time is Sunday School at Greater Mt. Eagle? ________________________________
59) Whose statue is between the next two traffic lights? ___________________________________
60) Continue to the traffic circle. Stay in the right lane and take the 2 nd exit.
61) What 3 things are sold at Lincoln Supermarket? ____________ ____________ _____________
62) Same directions at the next traffic circle as the last one.
63) Who was the academy on the left named for? ________________________________________
64) AFTER the fire station, turn left into the parking lot ENTRANCE and park the car.
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65)

Your choice – Take a picture of your team:
A. Looking artistic in front of the art museum
B. Looking dramatic in front of the theater
C. Both (to get more points)

66) Take a left out of the parking lot and a right at the street with the same name as the museum.
67) [Remember contractions from English class? … You don’t ?!?]
Find the street that is an *unofficial* contraction of “You’re out!”
68) When you’ve figured that out, go left, then right when you hit Georgia.
69) What is on the shutters at 2034? ___________________________________
70) Go left on the street that *could* be contracted to Goo’d and turn right on the street that is a
sport that was banned as “non-essential” but can be played all alone.
71) Watch out for the security dog, but tell me, what is standing in the patch of yellow flowers?
__________________________________________
72) What is fishing at 2139? _______________________________________
73) Take the next left where an outlet is an option.
74) What is the address of the house with a TEDDY BEAR in the window? Can’t find it?

Go check the mail.

______________________________________________________________________

75) Go past the fox and turn right when you have no other choice.
76) What’s the address of the house with a covered driveway? ______________________________
77) What letters are on the flag at 2338? ____________________________
78) Oh, that pesky fox! Ignore him!
79) Go right down the rapids and turn into the banquet hall parking lot.
80)

Take a picture of your team expressing their feelings.

81) Write down your final mileage. _______________________________________
82) If you are doing the order pick-up thing, go ahead and order a pizza. You deserve it. Here’s
the number: 262-633-3173

Congratulations! You’ve finished the road rally!
NOW WHAT? Go to the “Social Distance Compliant RACINE ROAD RALLY 2020” event. And post
your team NAME, and beginning and ending mileage. THEN I will invite you to the “SECRET Racine
Road Rally” event page. THERE you will be instructed how to post your answers and pictures.

